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Uk Researchers: COVID Shots
“Appear To Expose People To An
Increased Mortality’
December 17, 2021

Experts from Queen Mary College in London (QMUL) have discovered flaws
in COVID-19 vaccine information. These anomalies appear to be
demonstrating that the narrative supporting the potency of the jabs is
“massively exaggerated” and that the vaccines expose recipients to a
danger of “increased mortality. ”
The most likely factor for that erroneous statistics has to do with governing
bodies misclassifying those who have died inside 14 days of a COVID
injection as “unvaccinated. ” We have documented on this many times. The
way the rulers continue to collect the data is totally abysmal, sinister, and
very sadistic. It’s being done in a method to push a narrative associated with
fear in order to force these types of “vaccines” on all of us. Reviews are
coming out that many receivers of these shots are already displaying signs
of vaccine-induced acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (VAIDS), which
would show an increase in mortality.
Assessment of Official Government Reviews Suggest Fully Vaccinated Are
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usually Developing Acquired Immunodeficiency Symptoms
Cases of Vaccine-Induced VAIDS on the Rise Due to Mass COVID
Vaccination
Dr . Norman Fenton, a Professor in Danger Information Management at
QMUL and a lead author associated with the study, provided a broad
construction of his team’s analysis in a December 4 radio interview:
“In fact, if you take accounts of the fact that newly vaccinated individuals
[who] perish, [are] most likely being misclassified as unvaccinated—because
that’s the most likely description for the strange things within the data—then
you get to the conclusion the fact that vaccines don’t seem to slow up the
all-cause mortality, but rather create a genuine spike in all-cause mortality
soon after vaccination, ” he described.
After considering further facets of the data, Neil concludes that they
discovered “no significant benefit of the particular vaccines in the short
term. ” Actually the shots “appear to show people to an increased mortality. ”
11. After our counteract adjustment we observe simply no significant benefit
of the vaccines in the short term. They appear to uncover people to an
increased mortality, consistent with what we know about immune publicity or
pre-infection risks,
— Martin Neil (@MartinNeil9) Dec 3, 2021
Furthermore, “[w]hatever the details for the observed data, it really is clear
that the ONS information is both unreliable plus misleading. Absent any
better description Occam’s razor would assistance our conclusions. The
ONS data provide no dependable evidence that the vaccines decrease allcause mortality. ”
Within September, Dr . Joseph Mercola reported that the Centers for
Condition Control (CDC) in the United States can be “counting anyone who
died inside the first 14 days post-injection because unvaccinated. ”
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“Not just does this inaccurately fill the unvaccinated death cost, but it also
hides the real problems of the COVID shots, because the vast majority of
deaths out there shots occur within the first two weeks. Right now their
deaths are measured as unvaccinated deaths instead of being counted as
fatalities due to vaccine injury or even COVID-19 breakthrough infections, ”
he wrote. -Life Web site News
Something is going right here. Nothing makes sense if viewed with critical
thinking plus logic. Stay alert plus aware. The desperation will end up
intense. Those intent on our enslavement will not cease until you are a
permanent servant, or their power is definitely wiped away. Keep your eye
open. As this news happens, and more people realize these were born into
this servant system of oppression by the govt, there will be more attempts to
help control and cement their particular rule. The post Uk Researchers:
COVID Shots “Appear To Expose People To An Increased Mortality’ first
appeared on SHTF Program – When It Hits The particular Fan, Don’t Say All
of us Didn’t Warn You.
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